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FINE ART M AG A ZINE...

Escape into a world of fine art, with this
vibrant and uplifting celebration of the
most beautiful and fascinating things life
has to offer from our superb portfolio of
artists.
From innovative urban landscapes to
mesmerising wildlife portraiture, from
elegant figurative sculpture to whimsical
and humorous narrative pieces, these
distinctive artistic statements transform
our homes and enrich our lives every day.

Prices throughout this
brochure are correct at
the time of release.
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NEW RELEASE

WITH LOVE AND THANKS

DOUG

HYDE

THANK YOU
Sculpture Edition of 999,
10 x 7”, £495

Thank You is a stunning sculpture which follows the partner paper piece of the same name
which Doug released earlier in the year to raise funds for the NHS Charities Together Covid
19 Urgent Appeal. The sale of the original painting and the edition of 999 sold out, raising
over £250,000, and Doug described this amazing project as his proudest achievement as
an artist. The sculpture is a further tribute to the amazing front line workers who have done
so much for all of us.
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LOVE FROM A DISTANCE, Paper Edition of 595, 20 x 14”, £475

Doug Hyde has been creating artwork which speaks to our hearts for many years,
and his moving and sincere messages of love, friendship and hope have never
been more relevant than they are today. Doug’s inspirational new limited edition
prints and vibrant sculpture all feature the rainbow which has become such an
important symbol of love and optimism for our time.
“I’ve called it ‘Love from a Distance’, and I’m dedicating it to all of you who are
keeping your distance from those you love – this is a way we can show our love for
each other, and in the end, will bring us closer together. I hope you agree that love
from a distance can still be a wonderful and uplifting experience.”
We are offering 15% off both these pieces for NHS workers – please contact
your gallery directly to place an order.
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NEW RELEASE

STRIKING A POSE

DARRYN

THE WILD SIDE I, Limited Edition of 195, 20 x 14”, £425

EGGLETON

THE WILD SIDE II, Limited Edition of 195, 20 x 14”, £425

In this trio of high-impact statement pieces, Darryn places
his magnificent subjects against a distinctive single colour
backdrop to create a hypnotic and lifelike presence.
The exquisite detail and authenticity of each work comes from painstaking research,
as he collects reference material on field trips into the bush as well as at breeding
centres before heading into the studio.
This brilliant young artist was born and brought up within the borders of South
Africa’s Kruger National Park, which provided him with an amazing foundation for
his future. He has won and been shortlisted for a wide variety of awards including
the David Shepherd Wildlife Artist of the Year award.
“My intention is to create a strong and lifelike presence, but also to place the viewer
within the physical experience of the painting.” Darryn Eggleton

THE PATRIARCH, Limited Edition of 195, 34 x 34, £1,095
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NEW RELEASE

MASTER OF THE URBAN LANDSCAPE

HENDERSON

CISZ

VENETIAN LOVESONG, Limited Edition of 195, 19 x 14”, £395

HEART OF MANHAT TAN, Limited Edition of 195, 19 x 14”, £395

Whether it’s a city you love or just somewhere you dream
of visiting, the inspirational artwork of Henderson Cisz
can take you there.
In this fabulous collection he offers us three timeless portrayals of the world’s most
beloved cities that hold wonderful personal memories for him.
Henderson has received an impressive range of accolades and awards, including
the John Solomon Trophy and Artist of the Year. He has also been the subject of
two bestselling art books, and his work is collected all over the world.

LOVE AFFAIR WITH LONDON
Limited Edition of 195,
33 x 20”, £695
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NEW RELEASE

SHE SAYS SHHH...

D A NIEL

MERNAGH

This innovative new portrait of rock legend David Bowie is a
fitting tribute to one of the most famous faces of our time
- a striking statement piece that will create a focal point in
any interior.

Daniel imbues each of his distinctive
works with an energy and animation
which he describes as ‘controlled
chaos’ – a fitting style in which to
interpret the personalities he paints.
His work has been exhibited and sold
in London, the USA and Canada and
he has collaborated on many projects
with high profile brands such as Nike,
BT, HTC and Universal. He is now firmly
established as one of the UK’s most
innovative and individual voices in
contemporary portraiture.

SHE SAYS SHHH...
Limited Edition of 95, 20 x 30”, £695
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NEW RELEASE

HIGH DAYS AND HOLIDAYS

SHERREE

VA L E N T IN E-D A IN E S

Sherree has been described as ‘the face of modern British
impressionism’.
Her exquisite artwork transports us into a world of light and beauty and demonstrates
why she was officially voted the UK’s leading impressionist artist.
Sherree’s latest collection of exclusive Limited Editions celebrates Royal Ascot, one of
the greatest events of the social calendar, and the beloved Forces’ Sweetheart herself,
Dame Vera Lynn.

AF TERNOON TEA AT ASCOT
Limited Edition of 195, 24 x 20”, £850

Overflowing with life and colour, this exquisite scene enchants us with all the energy and
excitement of a unique and spectacular experience. Set on the lawns of Royal Ascot, it brings
ASCOT GL AMOUR
Bronze Sculpture Edition of 195,
6 x 12”, £1,150

ASCOT VISION
Bronze Sculpture Edition of 195,
6 x 12”, £1,150

the quintessential social event of the season into your home - a welcome reminder of sunlit
days to come.
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Special commemorative edition
This beautiful collector’s portrait of a national treasure is hand-signed by Sherree
and hand-initialled by Dame Vera. ‘The Forces’ Sweetheart’ is available in an exclusive
limited edition of 103, one for every year of her remarkable life, and we are donating
100% of the proceeds to the Dame Vera Lynn Children’s Charity.

THE FORCES’ SWEETHEART, Paper Edition of 103, 11 x 14”, £595
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NEW RELEASE

A R I S I N G S TA R I N B R I T I S H A RT

STEPHEN

FORD

“For me, being an artist is about self-exploration and then
learning to make that self-exploration about something
bigger than oneself.”

KEEP THE FAITH
Print on Wood Edition of 95, 20 x 25”, £695

These complex and beautiful animal portraits represent a statement of intent about
our future, carrying a message of optimism and belief which resonates with art lovers
across the country.
Stephen creates a compelling connection with the viewer which is enhanced by the
unsettling reality we see in the eyes of his subjects, as well as by the deliberately flat
and impenetrable grey backgrounds. These remove any sense of context, raising
questions about where each of his subjects is able to exist in our shared environment.
With the titles of these pieces, Keep the Faith and Look to the Future, Stephen offers us
an optimistic message to inspire and uplift us as we go forward together.

LOOK TO THE FUTURE
Print on Wood Edition of 95, 20 x 25”, £695
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NEW RELEASE

DAZZLING DEBUT COLLECTION

RORY

HANCOCK

Photorealistic yet verging on the surreal, these thoughtprovoking images explore the seductive nature of high
glamour and expose its darker side…

ROCK CANDY
Glazed Box Canvas Edition of 95, 40 x 24”, £895

“My paintings can be confrontational when I’m not. They shout while I whisper.
I create them knowing that they will have an impact which is not subtle.”

LOVE ME FOREVER
Glazed Box Canvas Edition of 95,
26 x 26”, £695

BUT TERFLY KISS
Glazed Box Canvas Edition of 95,
26 x 26”, £695

Known as a rule breaker and a risk taker, Rory has already earned a reputation as an
influential artistic voice in modern consumerist society and his original work is in great
demand. These limited editions offer an exciting opportunity to invest in an artist who
is destined for great things.
“Art can tell us something of our own times and can be an important piece of
evidence of who we were, for the future. This work is something of a reflection
of that.”
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NEW RELEASE

JUST THE TWO OF US

M ACK E NZIE

THORPE

JUST THE T WO OF US
Limited Edition of 195,
36 x 15”, £1,095

With his characteristic energy and vision, Mackenzie Thorpe has created a strong and
uplifting statement about love, life and joy, offering a beautiful, inspirational and, most of
all perhaps, timely message of hope. Mackenzie is both a gentle storyteller and a master of
expressing the universality of human experience. His unmistakable style and enchanting
subjects have made him one of the most recognised and collectable contemporary British
artists across the world.
“I draw the bright colours of love, the stormy struggles of life, the light that is
hopefully always there at the end of the tunnel.”
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NEW RELEASE

IN YOUR WILDEST DREAMS

YUVI

Yuvi’s ‘urban pop art’ expresses his alternative worldview through humour and defiance,
exploring issues which he cares passionately about - from social criticism to iconic homage
- in his deeply personal artistic language.
Popular culture and urban living, environmental issues and social agendas, wildlife and
monarchy...all these subjects and influences combine to ignite Yuvi’s extraordinary
imagination and direct his creative and tempestuous personality into highly expressive
artistic statements.
“The street as the graffiti artist’s main source of inspiration makes the work
accessible, authentic, and relatable.”

OPPOSITE: IN YOUR WILDEST DREAMS I
Limited Edition of 195, 24 x 32”, £650

ABOVE: IN YOUR WILDEST DREAMS II
Limited Edition of 195, 24 x 32”, £650
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NEW RELEASE

ABOVE AND BEYOND

P HILIP

G R AY

“I want to visit places where human beings seldom venture,
but especially where an artist has never painted. New life
challenges provide the impetus for my work and are an
essential element of my painting process.”

REACH FOR THE SKIES
Limited Edition of 195, 20 x 20”, £575

COLOURS OF THE DEEP
Limited Edition of 195,
22 x 16”, £495

BL AZING CLOUDS
Limited Edition of 195,
22 x 16”, £495

This magnificent new collection features some of Philip’s most exotic and exciting
adventures, as well as some beautiful reflective pieces portraying the shoreline of his
Irish home. Through five stunning images, he takes us from snow-capped volcanic
heights to luminous exotic depths, before bringing us back to the tranquil shores of
home.
10% of all sales from this collection will be donated to the NHS Charities
Together Covid 19 Urgent Appeal.

PEACEFUL SHORES
Limited Edition of 195,
30 x 15”, £650
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NEW RELEASE

F A S H I O N , F A S C I N AT I O N A N D F E M A L E E M P O W E R M E N T…

MIL A

ALEXANDER

HEAR ME WHISPER, Limited Edition of 49, 24 x 34”, £795

Mila takes her inspiration from female beauty and sensuality, fashion, cinematography,
literature and, she says, life itself. An innate sense of style and a distinctive approach to
colour and texture brings a touch of the exquisite to her intriguing world view.
A determined seeker after culture and creativity, Mila began her career in the fashion
industry working for top UK couture houses, and her interests and passions feed into her
depictions of very different women who reflect the glorious diversity of global culture. Her
work has been bought by collectors all over the world and she counts many famous faces
amongst her admirers, including legendary actor Antonio Banderas.
“.. the masks create a sense of mystery, I want the viewer to wonder who is the
woman behind the mask? Part of their strength is to not reveal themselves fully,
these women are not vulnerable – they are symbols of strength”.

LOST IN LOVE
Limited Edition of 49,
24 x 34”, £795
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NEW RELEASE

ODILE

CARL

PAYNE

“Carl’s exquisite bronzes have a power and strength
tempered with an elegance and lightness that allows the
work to flow in a free and natural representation.”

In this exquisite and reflective new work, world renowned British sculptor Carl Payne has
been inspired by the world of dance. As a tribute to one of the best loved ballets ever
created, Swan Lake, Odile is the much anticipated partner piece to Carl’s previous creation,
the swan princess Odette, and represents her dark mirror. Hollowed out in the manner
of a mask, the serenely beautiful face only hints at the emotions going on behind it in the
mind of this fascinating character.
As with all of Carl’s work, Odile has been lovingly created first in his studio then in his
foundry as a pure bronze exclusive collectors edition and hand-finished with a beautiful
and distinctive patina.

ODILE
Bronze Sculptire Edition of 95,
7 x 20”, £2,250
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NEW RELEASE

FOR A BETTER LIFE

FA BIA N

PEREZ

FOR A BET TER LIFE IX
Limited Edition of 195, 16 x 12”, £1,395

The bond of friendship is symbolised and celebrated in this magnificent new canvas
edition. A magnificent still life, it features glasses raised in a moment of solidarity and
faith in a future full of possibilities. As with every piece Fabian creates, it is characterised
by painterly brushstrokes, a density of texture, and intense colour and depth.
Fabian has recently been celebrating some of the most famous faces of our time with
portraits of living legends whose legacy he personally admires, ranging from Al Pacino
to Rafael Nadal. He has received countless awards, and his work is collected by a
veritable who’s who of 21st century stars.
“Fabian Perez is a contemporary artist destined to leave his footprints in his
own lifetime, like few artists in the world.” Carmela Russo (President of the Academy
of Italian Artists)
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NEW RELEASE

14 TIMES WINNER : WILDLIFE ARTIST OF THE YE AR

ANUP

SHAH

This stunning collection is the premier UK release from a master of wildlife photography.
Anup is internationally celebrated for his innovative and arresting photographs of animals
captured unawares in their natural habitat.
Anup’s work has become synonymous with originality, authenticity, intimacy and detail,
and has been featured in countless exhibitions, books and magazines including National
Geographic on many occasions. He is one of the ten individuals featured in the Natural
History Museum’s list of Masters of Nature Photography.
“The curiosity of lions is amazing. When you get to know them as individuals, you
can predict which one will ignore the camera, which one will play with it, and
which one will pick it up, carry it into a bush and take it apart.”
DANCE
Limited Edition of 150, 29 x 15”, £695
DELUXE EDITION
Limited Edition of 25, 39 x 21”, £1,250

HUNTER
Limited Edition of 150,
28 x 19”, £750

DELUXE EDITION
Limited Edition of 25,
38 x 25”, £1,250

Always looking for new ways to inhabit the

foundation for empathy with wild, open

environment he photographs, Anup works

spaces and the inhabitants within and

with a combination of remote and hidden

defined his lifelong fascination with wildlife

cameras, but most importantly, places

from the beginning.

himself at the heart of every situation.

Highly

knowledgeable

about

animal

“I tend to wait for photographs in which

behaviour, Anup spends weeks at a time

the subject is at its most genuine,

following individual creatures or packs to

stalking its identity in defiance of

observe their rites and rituals, and to make

an encroaching world. My mission is

crucial decisions about the best location

to remind us all of the value of wild

and time of day in which to photograph

animals living free.”

them to greatest effect.

Anup grew up in Kenya, where having
wildlife on his doorstep provided a strong
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ONWARD
Limited Edition of 150,
28 x 19”, £750

ON THE MOVE
Limited Edition of 150,
28 x 19”, £750

DELUXE EDITION
Limited Edition of 25,
38 x 25”, £1,250

DELUXE EDITION
Limited Edition of 25,
38 x 25”, £1,250
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STEADFAST
Limited Edition of 150,
42 x 22”, £1,250

DELUXE EDITION
Limited Edition of 25,
50 x 26”, £1,950
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NEW RELEASE

SYMPHONY OF THE SOUL

JENNINE

PARKER

“My passion is the human
form, and before I start a piece
Over the last decade Jennine has become a hugely important name in British sculpture.
Following in the footsteps of the European masters, she creates beautifully rendered
evocations of life and her bronze figures display strength and elegance in equal measure.

I create as many life drawings
as possible. This encourages
strong observation and is the
foundation of my work.”
MOONLIGHT
Bronze Sculptire Edition of 195,
12 x 19”, £1,750
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“Dance is a way for the human body to express its energy through
graceful or interesting curves and lines, creating movement and
contours. In much the same way, my sculpture captures shape and
texture - the human form imaginatively evoked through motion.”

ELEVATION
Bronze Sculptire Edition of 195,
15 x 19”, £1,750
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NEW RELEASE

THE MCMOOS COLLECTION

JE N NIF ER

HOGWOOD

“Highland cows have such individual personalities and a lovely
innocence about them.”

Jennifer Hogwood’s highland herd is growing and the most recent new members are a
particularly endearing pair of friends. Pink and blue pastels make the perfect backdrop
for these peaceful portraits, and Jen’s signature use of jewels as embellishment means
each lovable character has a genuine twinkle in their eye. For those who prefer their
highland coos in three dimensions they are also available as high impact bronze
sculptures which make a stunning centrepiece or a fabulous addition to the image.

FLOWER FAIRY
Original on Canvas, 24 x 20”, £2,250

FINL AY MCMOO
Cold Cast Bronze Edition of 295, 4 x 7”, £295

FLOR A MCMOO
Cold Cast Bronze Edition of 295, 4 x 7”, £295
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FINL AY MCMOO
Limited Edition of 125, 16 x 16”, £395

FLOR A MCMOO
Limited Edition of 125, 16 x 16”, £395

ORIGINALS
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ORIGINALS

B O L D, AT M O S P H E R I C CI T Y S C A P E S

MARK

CURRYER

Mark has exhibited all over the UK with his work selling
worldwide. He’s been named as a finalist for ‘Best up and
coming Published Artist’ of 2018, and a superb live painting
exhibition at the Edinburgh Fringe.

Mark

Curryer’s

bold,

atmospheric

cityscapes are inspired by distinctive
architecture and the day to day trappings
of urban life. He is fascinated by the
effect of rain on the city, particularly
at night, and the way the multiple light
sources play in the reflections.
Mark’s stunning images are created
with little conventional brush work.
Instead he uses a wide range of
alternative tools including rollers and
scrapers to achieve the textures and
effects which are characteristic of
his work. His use of newsprint adds a
further layer of texture to each piece;
while some of the exposed newsprint
is by design, other parts occur naturally
which reflects the unexpected and
unpredictable nature of life lived at
speed in the city.
MORE TR AFFIC AHEAD, NYC
Original Mixed Media, 24 x 36”, £1,250
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A LONDON NIGHT ON THE TOWN
Original Mixed Media, 24 x 24”, £995

WATERFRONT, EDINBURGH
Original Mixed Media, 24 x 24”, £995
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DUSK TIL DAWN, NYC
Original Mixed Media, 30 x 40”, £1,495

BLUES AND T WOS, NYC
Original Mixed Media, 24 x 48”, £1,495

ALL THINGS LONDON
Original Mixed Media, 30 x 40”, £1,495
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ORIGINALS

EXTRAORDINARY BEAUT Y AND RADIANCE

SIM ON

KENNY

Each of Simon’s dazzling statement pieces takes us on a
personal journey into a luminous world of colour, motion
and emotion which soothes our mind and inspires our spirit.

RELEASED FROM SHADOW
Original on Canvas,
40 x 40”, £5,150

THE HILL BEYOND
Glazed Original on Canvas,
40 x 40”, £5,150

Simon’s lyrical abstracts are widely collected by both private and corporate clients,
located around the globe, and have appeared in many prestigious exhibitions and
galleries. This breath-taking collection of originals offers a fabulous opportunity to
invest in one of the most exciting artists working in the UK.

HISTORY II
Glazed Original on Canvas, 30 x 40”, £4,250
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RISE AND FALL
Glazed Original on Canvas,
36 x 48”, £5,350

RISE FROM ASHES I
Glazed Original on Canvas,
24 x 48”, £4,250
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AGLOW
Original on Canvas, 50 x 40”, £6,250

NOTHING MORE II
Original on Canvas,
36 x 48”, £5,350
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ORIGINALS

SUMMER BY THE SEA

REBECCA

LARDNER

“Every one of my fun-fuelled harbour happenings captures
happy, sunny memories of being near the sea and is filled
with my own life history and personality.”

AT FIRST BLUSH
Original on Canvas, 20 x 24”, £4,250
HORSE PL AY
Original on Canvas, 16 x 12”, £2,750

DONKEY RIDES
Original on Canvas, 16 x 12”, £2,750

Focusing on seaside life, Rebecca’s work has an irresistible combination of quirky
humour and technical panache which has made her one of our most highly soughtafter and collectable artists.
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OCEAN SONG
Original on Canvas, 28 x 20”, £4,750
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ORIGINALS

AT O N E W I T H N AT U R E

MARY

SHAW

THE LIT TLE FLOWER FAIRY II
Original on Board,
24 x 24”, £1,095

GOLDEN RIVER VI
Original on Board,
24 x 24”, £1,095

Created using a variety of media, Mary’s exquisite evocations of the English countryside
have a delicate touch which is enchanting and inspiring art lovers across the UK. Looselypainted organic foregrounds contrast with areas of exquisite detail and her use of diamond
dust gives each painting an iridescent sparkle, adding a contemporary twist to otherwise
traditional scenes.

THE LIT TLE BLUE BUT TERFLY IV
Original on Board, 24 x 36”, £1,395
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PERCHED BUT TERFLY I
Original on Board, 48 x 36”, £2,595
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ORIGINALS

THE EMOTIONAL LANDSCAPE OF

ANNA

GAMMANS

“This bold collection of images offers a unique way of seeing
things in both their simplicity and their complexity. The
opportunity to influence how people engage with the world
and to communicate with them in this way, is a truly amazing
experience for me as an artist.”

These spontaneous and energetic oils on canvas capture the beauty and dynamism of
stunning locations bathed by vivid sunsets. Each harmonious image portrays the energy
and emotion of the environment with what the artist describes as “exploding skies” which
release a whole spectrum of radiant and dramatic colours.

TRENT BRIDGE
Original on Canvas, 18 x 14”, £1,350

T WILIGHT SEA IV
Original on Canvas, 24 x 36”, £2,395
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BLUE T WILIGHT II
Original on Canvas, 18 x 14”, £1,250

THE DAY’S END III
Original on Canvas, 18 x 14”, £1,250
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GOLDEN SEA III
Original on Canvas, 40 x 30”, £2,895
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